
Human Design Incarnation Crosses Report

Name: (full name) 
Location of birth: (town, state and country) 
Date of birth: (MM/DD/YYYY) 
Time of birth: (…)


My incarnation crosses below (as a sample) 
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⁃ Tropical


Natal Imprint ( core incarnation cross )

RAX Explanation 2 
The Right Angle Cross of Explanation 2 (23/43 | 49/4) 
You are here to vocalize individual expression. Because it is individual 
expression, it is new to the collective and your audience may act as if what you 
are saying is strange or bizarre. You therefore have built-in energy to repeat what 
you have said or done over and over again. It is through this process of 
repetition that the rest of humanity (or at least friends and family) begin to 
become familiar with what you are expressing. An illustration of this energy is 
popular fads. Someone with individual energy does something new -- wears a 
new type of shoe or sports a new hairdo. At first society's reaction is, ''That's 
just weird.'' But after seeing it 5, 10, 20 times, other people start to do it and it 
catches on. You are here to introduce us to the new ideas.


Age 28 = Saturn Return ( as of today, this is another layer I am experiencing )

5/1 LAX Demands 2

The Left Angle Cross of Demands 2 (58/52 | 48/21) 
Your Cross carries energy that is useful to other people, therefore others will 
seek to connect with you to get at that energy. This Cross also offers correction. 
You may find that you alienate others if you offer this correction without being 
asked. At times, you may feel taken advantage of and believe everyone is taking 
your energy. Over time, you strive to find balance to make sure you are getting 
something out of the deal. It is in this situation that your demands come into 
play. You will want to make sure what you are getting back is fair return for the 
energy you give out.


Age 44 = Uranus Opposition ( the next layer, when I turn 44, I will be 
experiencing this incarnation cross )

6/2 LAX Education 1

The Left Angle Cross of Education (12/11 | 25/46) 
You are here to educate by way of the lecture. Your style is not really about 
sharing but more about expounding to the masses who are ready to hear your 
message. When living within your type and strategy you will find an audience 
who is open and receptive to hear what you have to say. You are here to deliver 
the word in whatever field that you happen to have a passion for.


Age 50 = Chiron Return

1/3 RAX Consciousness 2

The Right Angle Cross of Consciousness 2 (35/5 | 63/64) 
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You are here to balance the energies of desire to have an experience and be 
done with it. Your motto is ''been there, done that.'' As situations arise in life, 
many times you may realize that you have experienced something similar before 
so you don't need to go through all the effort to do that all again. You may feel 
enormous pressure to experience all aspects of a situation so you can know that 
experience fully. Your job is to save the collective from repeating what we know 
and help us experience what we haven't mastered yet.


Age 58 = Saturn Return

2/4 RAX Laws 3

The Right Angle Cross of Laws 3 (50/3 | 56/60) 
Your Cross has the energy of making laws for the tribe. In order for a tribe to 
survive, someone needs to hunt or gather the food, someone needs to cook the 
food and then there needs to be order around who consumes the food and how 
that is done. Now many of us are a long way from the campfire days, but the 
principles still hold. Your gift is to set the rules so the family, community or 
organization can function in a productive, less chaotic way and achieve greater 
organization. However, as lawmaker, you need to be open to feedback because 
the rest of the group has to live with you. Typically your lawmaking standards are 
inherited and you are less open to outside input. If members of your tribe cannot 
live with the rules you set out and you cannot be open to negotiation, then one 
or the other must go.


⁃ Sideral
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Natal Imprint ( core incarnation cross )

RAX Laws 1

The Right Angle Cross of Laws (3/50 | 60/56) 
You have the energy that drives you to have laws. As a young child with this 
Cross if there were not rules and laws in your house, you may have found the 
scenario disturbing. This Cross is about living out the laws of the tribe. The lead 
energy has mutative qualities so there is the drive to make the laws better, but 
this is not revolutionary energy. The lead energy has more of a gradual change, 
as the law has limitations. If these limitations were to change drastically, it would 
feel like chaos.


28 = Saturn Return ( as of today, this is another layer I am experiencing )

2/4 RAX Eden 4

The Right Angle Cross of Eden 4 (11/12 | 6/36) 
We come into body from the ethereal world that has a lightness and a lack of 
density. This world is dense and has a heaviness to it. You are here to educate 
and pass on the importance of the body experience. You come in on the Cross 
of Eden and are here to express this philosophy while being in body. Some can 
tend to be weighted down by the heaviness and others can move to express the 
importance of being in body and how to live it out. You may experience the 
emotional oscillation between these two points of view.
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Age 44 = Uranus Opposition  ( the next layer, when I turn 44, I will be 
experiencing this incarnation cross )

4/6 RAX Consciousness 2

The Right Angle Cross of Consciousness 2 (35/5 | 63/64) 
You are here to balance the energies of desire to have an experience and be 
done with it. Your motto is ''been there, done that.'' As situations arise in life, 
many times you may realize that you have experienced something similar before 
so you don't need to go through all the effort to do that all again. You may feel 
enormous pressure to experience all aspects of a situation so you can know that 
experience fully. Your job is to save the collective from repeating what we know 
and help us experience what we haven't mastered yet.


Age 50 = Chiron Return

3/5 RAX Contagion 2

The Right Angle Cross of Contagion 2 (8/14 | 30/29) 
The energy of your Cross is to be a contributor through your individual effort. 
Your passion and expression of excitement is contagious and inspires others to 
follow your lead This energy means it is unlikely you will be the follower of 
others, at least not all the way. At some point, you will step out on your own to 
break new ground. When you do, it creates the energy for others to latch on to 
your ideas and catch the wave.


Age 58 = Saturn Return

6/2 LAX Upheaval 2

The Left Angle Cross of Upheaval 2 (18/17 | 39/38) 
You are here to stir things up. Your Cross brings the energy to turn things over in 
an effort to make things better. This is practical energy that understands that if 
nothing is going to change, it's not worth the effort. You are like the meek kid 
suddenly rising up to take on the playground bully to make a change for 
everyone's benefit. That is what you are here to do.
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Human Design Services 
 

- Foundation BodyGraph Report ( $60 USD );

- The Foundation & The Not-Self Reading ( $200 USD ) 60-90 min;

- *The BodyGraph Treatment ( $180 USD ) 60 minutes;

* You must have had The Foundation & The Not-Self Reading previously.

- Incarnation Crosses Report ( $60 USD );

- 1st or 2nd Saturn Return Report, or Uranus Opposition Report, or Chiron 
Return Report ( $90 USD );

- 1st or 2nd Saturn Return Reading, or Uranus Opposition Reading, or Chiron 
Return Reading ( $200 USD ) 60-90 minutes.


Request and/ or Inquiry 
Email


info@kealohacristiano.org 
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